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POs. PSOs and COs

PROGRAM OUTCOME (PO's)
After successful completion of this programme, student will able to
POl: Understand major and minor forms of literature.

PO2: Know various genres in English literatue like Indian English literatue, British
literature and American literatue.

PO3: Know the literary theories, terms and concepts in Criticism.

PO4: Enjoy reading the short stories, poems, novels and dramas.

PO5: get the jobs in industry, government, schools and offices.

PROGRAM SPECITIC OUTCOME (PSO's)
After successful completion of this programme, student will able to

PSOI: Acquire the ability to accuately receive and interpret messages in the communication
process.

PSO2: Develop an appreciation ofhow the formal elements of language and geme shape

meaning. They will recognize how writers can transgress or subvert generic

expectations, as well as fulfill them

PSO3: Gain knowledge of the major traditions of literatures written in Englistr, and an

appreciation for the diversity of literary and social voices within-and sometimes

marginalized by those traditions.

PSO4: Develop the ability to read works of literary, rhetorical, and cultural criticisnr, and

deploy ideas from these texts in their own reading and writing.
PSO5: demonstrate the skills needed to participate in a conversation that builds knowledge

collaboratively: listening carefully and respecthrlly to others' viewpoints; articulating
their own ideas and questions clearly; and situating their own ideas in relation to other

voices and ideas.
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COURSE OUTCOMES

SEMESTER-I

SEMESTER I - CORE -I POETRY (T7UENO1)

COl:Recognize poetry from a variety of cultures, languages and historic periods. Understand

and appreciate poetry as a literary art form. Analyze the various elements of poetry, such as

dictiorl tone, form, genre, imagery, figures of speectq symbolisnl theme, etc..

CO2: Identifr a variety of forms and genres of poetry from diverse cultures and historic
periods, such as haikq tanka, sonnets, ballads, dramatic monologues, free verse, etc.

Recognize the rhythms, metrics and other musical aspects of poetry.

CO3: Read and discuss selected poems in translation. Apply the principles of literary

criticism to the analysis of poetry

CO4: Broaden their vocabularies and to develop an appreciation of language and its
connotations and denotations. Develop their critical thinking skills

COS: Develop a deeper appreciation ofcultural diversity by introducing them to poetry from
a variety of cultures tkoughout the world. Develop their own creativityEnhance their Miting
skills

coRE -tr GRAMMAR AlrD USAGE(l7UENo2)

COI: know the basic concepts of English granmar.

CO2: Knowledge of word, sentence formation. Knowledge of discowse analysis.

CO3: Various writing skills for students.

CO4: Understand the different ways in which grammar is described.

CO5: Knowledge of word sentence formation. Knowledge of discourse analysis

ALLIED -r SOCTAL HTSTORY OF ENGLAND (17t ENA0I)

COl: Write clearly, coherently and effectively about various genres of literature.

CO2 : Students be able to recognize the culture and context of the work of literature

CO3: Develop sensitivity to nature and fellow human beings

CO5: Students will know about the first inhabiants Celts, and Britons.

CO6: Correlale social history and the history of genres
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SEMESTERII

coRE -rtr PROSE (I7UEN03)

COl: Locate difference between a personal essay and imp€rsonal essays. Familiarize with
the writing styles ofthe various writers. comprehend the style- satire.

CO2: Differentiate the diction of the various ages.

CO3:Evaluate the growth of the prose writing in English till time.

CO4: The major social problems of different ages. Realize that anything can be a subject for
an essay.

CO5: Analyze the stylistic use of language. Replicate a personal essay oftheir own at the end

of the course.

coRE -rv TNDTAN WRITING IN ENGLISE (17U8N04)

COI: Students will be acknowledged with Indian writing in English and ranslation.

CO2: Knowledge of various modern social, political and literary movenrcnts in lndia.

CO3: Understanding and interpreting literature of India

CO4: Make the students aware of the superstitious practices prevalent in Indian society

COS: Inculcate the spiritual values and importance of Guru for self-realization.

ALLIED _II _ HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE

COl: Delineate major writers and their works in chronological order.

CO2: Discuss how literature also influences the social and political history ofeach period.

CO3: Compare English Literature of one period with that ofanother.

CO4: Analyse how the religious, social and political history of England influences the

English writers from 6th to l Sth centuries.

CO5: Classi$ all major literary genres.

SEMESTERItr

CORE_V -DRAMAITUENOs

COl: Interpret literary texts in English by nurturing and utilizing their ability to understand

drama in a skilled knowledgeable, and ethical manner.

CO2: Conceptualize various types of drama viz Tragedy, Comedy, Farce, Melodrama,

Historical Pla texts and analyze the effect they create in the

audience
)
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CO3: Gain knowledge in the development of English drama from 16th Century to 21st

century viz. Shakespearean drama, Sentimental Comedy, Romantic Comedy, Shavian plays

and One-act plays

CO4: Understand the structure ofa play and leam the dramatic devices used in writing a play

Become well acquainted with the rhetorical aspect of Drama, historical contexts and psycho-

social aspects.

COS: Develop reading, writing and analytical skills and communicate their ideas critically,
creatively, and persuasively through the medium of language in the current information

intensive society.

ALLIED - III LITERARY FOR,}TS AND CRITICISM (I7UENAO3)

COl: Understanding the origin and development ofthe different genres of literature

CO2: Identifu the unique features of each literary form by way of comprehending its

characteristics and conventions.

CO3: Apply knowledge of the various forms of literature to the study of individual works.

CO4: Achieve a bird's eye view on the nuances ofEnglish Literature, thereby stengthening

expertise in literature studies that amounts to their intertextualizing content and form of
works of art

CO5: Realize that a field like literature is viable for experimentation in further subgenres

SBEC . I - CREATIYE WRITING (ITUENSOI)

COl: Demonstrate a broad understanding of literatures in English and franslation and

appreciate the role that historical context plays in the creation and interpretation of literary
works

CO2: Engage questions ofjustice, I"lue, spiritualit),, and meaning raised by literarl, texts

CO3: Rea4 closely analyze, interpret, and produce texts in a variety of formats and geme

CO4: For Literature: Draw from different critical perspectives and appreciate how
differences in theoretical framework can produce multiple readings ofa text

CO5: For Creative Writing: Draw effectively from craft principles in more tlan one genre in
order to create a variety of creative pieces

SBEC - tr- SOFT SKILLS FOR CAR"EER COMMT]NICATION

COl: Effectively communicate through verbaVoral communication and improve the listening
skills

CO2: Write
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CO3: Actively participate in group discussion / meetings / interviews and prepare & deliver

Presentations

CO4: Become more effective individual through goaVtarget setting, self-motivation and

practicing creative thinking.

CO5: Function effectively in multi-disciplinary and heterogeneous teams through the

knowledge of team work, Inter-personal relationships, conflict management and leadership

quality.

SEMESTERIV

coRE w - FICTION (17u8N06)

COl: Develop the ability and interest to read literary prose and fiction on their own.

CO2: Undentand how society and culture played a significant role in the lives and career of
the writers of the age.

CO3: Analyze and appreciate the narrative styles of the writers and the innovative novelistic

techniques employed by them.

CO4: Exposed to diferent cultures, myths- and histories of various nations through fiction.

CO5: Receive creative acumen and will be nowished by the scintillating stories and a sense

of inclination towards literary sensibility.

ALLIED. ry- PHONETICS AND TRANSCRIPTION (I7UENAO4)

COl: Understand the origin of language and the development of writing.

CO2: Comprehend basic grammatical and sernantic categories of English.

CO3; leam the regioml and social variations of English.

CO4: Grasp the complexity of language as a communication system shaped by cognitive,
cultural and social factors

CO5: Comprehend the features of speech sounds in English and thet respective RP phonetic

symbols.

SBEC r|I- PRf,,Sf,NTATTON SKTLLS TTUENSO3

COI: Deal with nerves and think more positively about public speaking

CO2: know language and tone ofvoice to enhance thet presentations

CO3: learn Slides and visual aids effectively

CO4: Deliver an enthusiastic and well-practised presentation
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SBEC IV_ PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

COl: Individual or in-group class presentatiom pertaining to the applications ofconcepts,

theories or issues in human development.

CO2: Scores obtained from essay and or objective tests. Attendance, classroom participation,

small group interactions. Research and write about relevant topics.

CO3: Design and complete a research project that can take the form ofa developmental

interview, an observation or assessment through service leaming.

CO4: Develop and maintain a Reflection

C05: Learn to balance confidence with humilrty and overcome problems associated with
personality .

SEMESTERV

CORE- YI POST COLONIAL LITERATURE (I2UEN(b)

COl: Identi$ key questions, authors, and literary forms in postcolonial literatue

CO2: Think critically about these texts in relation to posrcolonial theory

C03: Develop interpretative skills of close reading

CO4: Offer nuanced interpretations, articulate coherent arguments, and develop research

skills through your written essays

CO5: Understanding different approaches to culture, nationalisq multiculturalisn!
migration, gender and race in the context ofpost-colonial societies.

coRE PAPER VII ENGLISE FOR COMPETITM EXAMINATION (12UEN07)

COl: Pwticipte and develop their English langnge skills , particularly those planning to
appear for competitive exams that test their English language abilities.

CO2. Expose the material facilitates aspects of grammar, writing and vocabulary.

CO3. Understand the articulation ofEnglish words; the use of sounds and intonation.

C04. Comprehend the impact ofpolitical and socialchanges on the English language.

coRE- yIII woMEN'S WRITING IN ENGLTSH (12IJEN08)

COI: Know some of the delelopments, theries, and nanative stalegies of women wnting.

CO2: Student can analyse literary texts through the perspectives of gender, knowing the
central point ofa selection of feminist theory, and can use it as a contex for reading literary
t€xts.

co3: diversity of women's experiences and their varied
cultura
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CO4: Understand different forms of literatue: poetry, fiction, short fiction and critical
witings.

CO5 : Acquaint the students with the complex and multifaceted literature by women of the

world.

CORE-X GRAMMAR AND SEMANTICS (I2UENO9)

COl:Developed an understanding of the relationship between language and meaning on

word, sentence and utterance level.

CO2:Leamed semantic theories about the understanding of different aspects of meaning in

words, how they can be described, and how grammar and syntax contribute to meaning.

CO3:Leamed pragmatic theories about how language users achieve their goals in verbal

interaction with others.

CO4 :Recognize and understand the meaning of targeted grammatical structues in written

and spoken form
CO5:Targeted grammatical structures meaningfully and appropriately in oral and written
production.

CORE- X TWENTTf,TH CENTURY LITERATURE (I2UENIO)

COl: Understand the major literary and social changes that characterize the modern age

CO2: Familiarise with various schools of thought in the modern age leading to post
modemism.
CO3: Understand the evolution of welfare state and changes in living conditions in the post
War period.
CO4: Comprehend the emergence of new trends in fictiorg prose and criticism.
CO5: Analyse the effects of socio-cultural changes in the poetry ofthe century

SEMESTER VI

coRE PAPER- Xr SHAKESPEARf, (t2UENlt)

COl:Introduce William Shakespeare- his age, life and works

CO2: Explain Folios and quartos

CO3:Describe Shakespeare's language, particularly his use of blank verse

CO4:Study Shakespeare's characters - heroes, women, villains, fools and clowns

CO5: Shakespearean criticism ofpre 1950s and post 1950s

coRE xrr - ENGLTSH LANGUAGE TEACITTNG{12UENr2)

COl:Get initiated into the subject, by comprehending the political history ofthe English
studies in India

ELT
ofEnglish in the gIo I scenario today
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CO2:Take cognizance of the social, economic and political reverberations of the Ll
interference in the learning ofl2 by non-native learners that necessitate the fast emergence of
researches in the field ofELT.

CO3:Understand the basics of teaching an L2 to Ll leamers, such as the teaching of
grarnmar, vocabulary, communicative skills and composition writing.

CO4: Comprehend new and newer methodologies, techniques and strategies of teaching.

CO5: Gain knowledge of the structure of the language

CORE PAPER XIII ENGLISH FOR COMPETITIVE EXA]VIINATION (12UENI3)

COl:participate and develop thet English language skills , particularly those planning to

appear for competitive exams that test their English language abilities.

CO2: Expose the material facilitates aspects of grammar, writing and vocabulary.

Co3:Understand the articulation ofEnglish words; the use of sounds and intonation.

CO4: Comprehend the impact ofpolitical and socialchanges on the English language.

ELECTIVE II - AMERICAI\ LITERATURE (12IIENEO2)

COI: Comprehend the implications and reverberatiom of the American freedom struggle

through the prescnted texts.

CO2: Evaluate the American literature and the different cultural backgrounds ofthe
American authors and the themes, and their different wring styles.

CO3: Comprehend the unyielding American dream.

CO4: Recogrize the universality of human experiences reflected in the works produced by
Americans

COS: Display an ability to read and understand various literary geres and write critically.

ELECTM III - COMMUNICATION SKILLS - PRACTICAL(I2Uf,NPR01)

COI: Demonstrate critical and innovative thinking.

CO2: Display competence in oral, written, and visual communication.

C03: Show an understanding of opportunities in the field of communication.

C04: Use current technology related to the communication freld.

CO5: Demonstrate positive group communication exchanges.
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